Spectral directional cues captured by hearing device microphones in individual human ears.
Spatial hearing abilities with hearing devices ultimately depend on how well acoustic directional cues are captured by the microphone(s) of the device. A comprehensive objective evaluation of monaural spectral directional cues captured at 9 microphone locations integrated in 5 hearing device styles is presented, utilizing a recent database of head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) that includes data from 16 human and 3 artificial ear pairs. Differences between HRTFs to the eardrum and hearing device microphones were assessed by descriptive analyses and quantitative metrics, and compared to differences between individual ears. Directional information exploited for vertical sound localization was evaluated by means of computational models. Directional information at microphone locations inside the pinna is significantly biased and qualitatively poorer compared to locations in the ear canal; behind-the-ear microphones capture almost no directional cues. These errors are expected to impair vertical sound localization, even if the new cues would be optimally mapped to locations. Differences between HRTFs to the eardrum and hearing device microphones are qualitatively different from between-subject differences and can be described as a partial destruction rather than an alteration of relevant cues, although spectral difference metrics produce similar results. Dummy heads do not fully reflect the results with individual subjects.